
Location 
Ground floor, All About Us exhibition 

 
In a nutshell 
Can mirrors confuse your self-perception?  
Your brain experiences an illusion when the sensory information it receives clashes. 
 

What to do 
Students place their hands on a bar on either side of a mirror. By moving one hand and keeping the other still, it results in the 
illusion of both hands moving.    

 
Time Required 
Ks3 & KS4  4 minutes per student. 
 

What’s happening? 
Your brain keeps track of your body position through sensory feedback from your eyes, skin, muscles and joints. The reflection of 
your left arm in the mirror looks almost identical to your real right arm. When you are not moving, what you are seeing and feeling 
matches up. When you move your right arm your brain experiences a conflict. You can feel your right arm moving but this doesn ’t 
match what you’re seeing. This is why for a moment you might feel detached from your arm. Some amputees experience the 
reverse of this illusion. They can still feel their limb even though they can see it is no longer there. This illusion is used as a therapy 
for these patients. It allows them to ‘see’ the ‘phantom limb’ they can feel. 
 

 

Curriculum links 

KS3 English - Reading 

 learning new vocabulary, relating it explicitly to known vocabulary and understanding it with the help of context 
and dictionaries 

KS4 Science - Coordination and control 

 explain how the structure of the nervous system (including CNS, sensory and motor neurones and sensory 
receptors) is adapted to its functions 

Psychology - Development  

 stages of development, including cognitive and brain development 
 the role of education and intelligence including Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development, assimilation and 

accommodation, and the four stages of cognitive development 
Psychology - The Brain and Neuropsychology  

 the basic actions of the brain and the nervous system, what neurons and synapses are, and how they interact 
Psychology - Perception   

 explanations of sensation and perception, including the Direct Theory of Perception (Gibson) and the 
Constructivist Theory of Perception (Gregory)    

 
 
Relates to: 
 
  

 

Workshops & Theme Days Shows Trails Other exhibits 

 Experience psychology (KS4) 

 Boggling Brains  
(KS3 & KS4) 

 How my body works (KS3) 

 

 

 Eye witness 

 Motion disabled 

 Richard’s study 

 Funny faces 

 In a spin 

 Push over 
 


